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does prophesy doom as he predicts he will. Well, now, we might ask about another

verse in this chapter which also gives us... and it is one that very often

this is verse 7. Ard I will tell you what the word is that I want you to discuss.

In 18 I could say that it is ... Now verse 7, Mr. Holliday ... this word old is a

word that occurs K quite often in Hebrew and in this particular.. .1 heard a Bible

teacher say. Now, you have had all these prophesies of faxlse gods, isn't there

another prophet , a prophet of theLord. Well, now, is that which this word means.

Or does it mean another. VErse 8, this is the same kind. But now what does this

word . . . mean does it mean another. We had 8 days of good weateweat1-e r, and

now we have another . Is tIt what ... means an additional one of the same

kind. Now, it doesn't necessarily In ye to mean- be the same in all detail, but the

essential meaning of is one more step in the same direction in which we have

already been going. And consequently , that is not a correct translation ci the

chapter to say Now, we have had all these... a prophet of the Lord. These pro

phets all claim to be prophets o f the Lord. They were claiming to be prophets of

the Lord, and Jehosophat.. . says is there still another prophet of the Lord that we

can get what he has to say. One more in the same series.., so you see those

two words ... 1 hope that all of you have a good understanding of all the points.

Now, maybe we ought to get back to 53 .... Well, actually, of course his desire

was to ... he questioned, from the general attituade of the prophets. He looked

a little toolR much like a st.. . unanimity. One prophet that gave .... was like the

story of a man who ... .in our when I was in Occidental College... the president

of the college told us. " .so he said there was a lot of prestige... he said whenever

we have a trustee on the platform , I want you all to cdx clap. So k we had a

man in there trustee, none of us had ever heard of before. Then the
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